ART
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
**Down**

1 - A tool which artists use to mix paint on

3 - Places where art is cared for and displayed

5 - Orange, purple, and green are called ________________ colors.

7 - A quick or practice drawing

9 - This surrounds a painting and can be made from things like wood or metal.

11 - A picture of objects not moving

13 - Blue, yellow, and red are called ________________ colors

15 - A piece of cloth on which artists like to paint

17 - A large wall painting that tells a story

19 - A picture of the outdoors

21 - A picture of a person

23 - A tool used to hold an artist’s painting while they paint

25 - Place where artists work

**Across**

2 - Red, green, black, orange, white, purple, blue, yellow, and brown are all ___________

4 - People who create works of art

6 - When you mix blue and yellow, you get ________________

8 - Artists can wear ________________ to keep their clothes clean.

10 - A tool used to create straight lines and to measure

12 - ________________ colors are also called opposite colors and an example of one set is green and red.

14 - When you mix yellow and red, you get ________________

16 - An artist draws a picture of themselves

17 - A person an artist paints

18 - When you mix blue and red, you get ________________

20 - Paint can be kept in pans or ________________

22 - Oil, acrylic, and watercolors are all types of ________________